+

Front-end Developer
Launch That
April 2017 - Present

JEREMY SAMUEL
FRONT-END DESIGNER

+

+ Designed and developed modern-looking, high-converting landing pages,
ads, and calls to action for in-house and client websites with HTML, Twig,
ACF, Sass, Javascript, and jQuery

CONTACT
954.297.5771

+ Collaborated with writers, marketers, and other developers to produce new

bubbowrap@gmail.com

components and templates focused on improving the user experience and

jeremysamuel.dev

+

increasing conversions

Web Designer

SOCIAL

NetSource Technologies
November 2012 - March 2017

twitter.com/bubbowrap

+ Collaborated with sales team, programmers, and clients through all steps of

codepen.io/bubbowrap

linkedin.com/in/bubbowrap

the website creation process from UI/UX to website launch.

github.com/bubbowrap

+

+ Advised clients on identity and strategy; worked to understand client end
goals and needs while also being an advocate for the end user.

SKILLS

+ Established and maintained rapport with clients and team members.

DEVELOPMENT

HTML, CSS3 / SASS / BEM, Javascript /jQuery,

Production Intern

VueJS/Nuxt, Version Control (Git), Bootstrap,

WCJB TV-20
March 2009 - April 2009

Wordpress + Twig + ACF, Responsive Design,
Cross Platform / Browser

+ Edited video footage for use in television commercials, designed and
animated motion graphics for advertisements / commercials

UI + DESIGN

Sketch App, Photoshop, Illustrator,

+ Worked with supervisors and clients to produce appealing advertisements

Wireframing, UI Design, Logo Design

+ ABOUT ME

+

loves designing, animating, and coding

awesome things for the web, and at my core,

I’m a learner. Whenever I see something cool

Santa Fe College
Certification - Digital Media Production
Graduated May 2009

or engaging I immediately need to know how
it's done so that I can incorporate it into my
little bit about a lot of different things.

EDUCATION
Savannah College of Art and Design (SCAD)
BFA - Animation
Graduated June 2012

I’m a front-end developer and designer who

own work, and that’s led to me learning a

EXPERIENCE

+

AWARDS
Silver Addy for Responsive Design
2017 - nationalitpa.com
Silver Addy for Responsive Design
2016 - nashpm.com

Gold Addy for Responsive Design
2016 - danielgreen.com

